**General Information**

**Receiving data**
Hella makes a quality check of all receiving CAD data.

**Checking data**
In different projects can be agreed different Q-Checker environments and profiles. The standard (Default) is the Hella Q-Checker profile (see supplier pages).

**Information Check**
After the receiving check an e-mail will be sent to the sender and receiver. In the e-mail are information about the used check profile, the Q-Checker version and the assessment, and also a summary (Total Quality).

Example of an attachment:

![Example of Assessment „In Order”](image1)

**Picture1: Example of Assessment „In Order”**

![Example of Assessment „KO”](image2)

**Picture2: Example of Assessment „KO”**

Attention: Please notice that the Q-Checker can not check all engineering requirements.

**Consequences**

Hella suppliers have to correct all data which do not have the assessment „In Order” or „Ok” and they have to send the data again. Information about checks will be gathered and they can influence the purchaser by decision of the supplier. For further consequences please see: